
The Einhell GE-SP 4390 N-A LL ECO clear water pump features Eco Power to make it particularly eco-friendly. With 430 W of power the pump has an

immersion depth of up to seven meters and works in shallow water as low as 1 mm, so all that is left can be wiped dry. Thanks to Aqua Sensor

technology the pump can operate with patented sensor adjustment at three automatic starting heights or be used for continuous operation. The pump

housing made of impact-resistant plastic with a stainless steel outer shell and a high-grade mechanical seal ensure a long service life. The pump

features an ergonomic carry-handle, integrated suspension eyelet, non-return valve and universal hose connection.

GE-SP 4390 N-A LL ECO

Clear Water Pump
Item No.: 4171440

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825622263

Features
Aqua sensor with three automatic sensor staring heights-

Permanent mode-

Low-level suction down to 1 mm residual water level-

ECO Power: higher delivery rate, lower power consumption-

Ergonomic carrying handle-

High-quality mech. seal for a long service life-

Easily reachable hose connection on the pump's topside-

Integrated suspension eyelet-

Housing made of impact-resistant plastic & stainless steel shell-

Incl. universal connector-

Non-return valve-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 430 W

- Max. delivery capacity 9000 L/h

- Max. delivery height 8 m

- Max. immersion depth 7 m

- Max. water temperature 35 °C

- Hose connection 47,8mm (G11/2 AG)

- Power cord 10 m  |  H05RN-F

Logistic Data
- Product weight 4.87 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 6.44 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 250 x 230 x 350 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 15 kg

- Dimensions Export Carton 430 x 280 x 360 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2560 | 1050 | 2100

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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